
INDUSTRIAL CAPITAL

Half day tour in Rijeka, 25thof November 2017

Rijeka is a city with a turbulent past creating a historical map filled with contradictory, sometimes controversial and
bizarre details. Politically influenced by monarchism, fascism and communism, a unique and distinctive multinational,
multi-religious and multicultural city has developed. Freedom, tolerance and openness are precisely the features that
make Rijeka remarkable in an international context.

Rijeka is the largest Croatian port. It was also the largest port in former Yugoslavia and one of the two competitive,
main ports of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The city’s ups and downs follow the ups and downs of its port. Despite
significant political and economic shifts, the port maintained a strong position in the economy of the city but is now
being opened for a different kind of urban development. In connection with the port is the industry that has been a
focus in the city’s economy after World War II. During the 90’s political and economic changes occurred in Croatia and
of course reflected also to Rijeka. The city turned the focus from industry to other branches of economy and to culture,
science and tourism. Today Rijeka is evolving to a modern European city having in mind the industrial heritage we want
to preserve for the generations to come. On this trip you will get a glace into the past of the city’s industrial heretage
visiting landmarks of industry such as the Torpedo launch station, Industrial Street, The Port, Rikard Benčić complex
and the Paper Mill Hartera.

 

Price per person for:
 Minimum 6 persons – 82,00 €

 Minimum 15 persons- 50,00 €
 Minimum 30 persons – 40,00€

Price includes:
 bus transfer
 expert guidance
 lunch (drink not included)

Applications on the email: corporate@medadria.com

Mediteran Adria d.o.o.
Janka Polić kamova 83, 51000 Rijeka

051/333-040
corporate@medadria.com
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